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MESSAGE

from the Grace Hospital
Foundation Board Chair
& Grace Hospital Chief
Operating Officer

Without doubt we are all grateful that the year 2020 is
now in our rear-view mirror. It was a year full of challenges,
losses, some gains and many, many examples of creativity,
heroism and resilience. We saw incredible examples of
people going above and beyond and communities rallying
together to support each other.
As we move into 2021, we face continuing pressures and
challenges with the pandemic but now there is a sign

JEFF COLEMAN
BOARD OF DIRECTORS CHAIR, GRACE HOSPITAL FOUNDATION

of hope in the form of an effective vaccine against the
relentless COVID-19.
What we have witnessed at the Grace Health Campus has
been nothing short of miraculous. Our dedicated staff have
been working tirelessly with compassion, dedication and
“grace” every day, despite the high patient volumes and
all of the challenges associated with being an acute care
hospital that treats patients with COVID-19. Their poise and
professionalism are something to behold. We could not be
more grateful or more proud of our amazing Grace Health
Campus staff and physicians.
Our community too, has simply astounded and humbled
us. The outpouring of support and well wishes is beyond
anything we could have asked for, and has been so gratefully
received. Partners like the Princess Auto Foundation, Little
Goat Restaurant, D-Jay’s Restaurant and Olympia Diner

KELLIE O’ROURKE
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, GRACE HOSPITAL

have brought food for our staff, as have groups including Old

We at the Grace Health Campus continue to rise to the

Dutch, Sargent Sundae and Food Fare. Groups like Birchwood

challenge and remain here for you. Together we will all

Automotive Group and Super Lube Auto Centres have bought

weather this pandemic storm. The future is bright thanks to

coffee and drinks for all staff. We have also received hundreds

you and your support.

of individual and corporate gifts. We have used these proceeds
for vital initiatives including buying iPads for patient units so
that patients can FaceTime with their families. In addition,
because of our donors, all patients have been able to watch TV
and use the bedside phones without cost.
We have received cards and drawings from students at Bruce
Middle School, Lincoln School, Nova Montessori Preschool and
the Torah Tots daycare. We have received drive by salutes from
the RCMP, WFPS, Canada Post, CAA and more. All of these gifts
and messages have been so meaningful and so very much
appreciated.
How do we express with words our gratitude for this special
kindness? All we can say is thank you from the bottom of our
hearts. Your support means more to us than you will ever
know.

Jeff Coleman			

Kellie O’Rourke

Board Chair, Grace Hospital Foundation

Chief Operating Officer, Grace Hospital

By the Numbers
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ADDITIONAL
BEDS CREATED
TO MAKE UP
THE NEW
COVID-19 UNIT

Donor Commitment

236%
INCREASE

Number of Intensive
Care Unit (ICU) beds
due to COVID-19

12,000+

Planned Giving

11%
15%

COVID-19

MEALS DONATED TO GRACE HEALTH CAMPUS STAFF

Capital Campaign

57%

17%

Direct Mail

4,891 SURGICAL PROCEDURES

Special Events

34,124 EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT VISITS

General Donations

9,170 INPATIENT ADMISSIONS

FUNDS RAISED
Events $263,000

Capital Campaign $767,000

Direct Mail $180,000

General Donations $200,000

COVID-19 Fund $280,000

Planned Giving $8,500

Almost 1.7 million

846

New Donors
in 2020

raised to support patient care in 2020

2,300
Dedicated staff on
the Grace Health
Campus
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Grace Hospital Foundation
Social Media Presence

250%
1619 FOLLOWERS
over 2019

I

305%
1165 FOLLOWERS
over 2019

A Year in
Review
GRACE HEALTH CAMPUS
AND THE WORLD FOREVER
CHANGED
The Grace Hospital mission is to coordinate and
deliver safe and caring services that promote
health and well-being. 2020 was a year that
tested the health care system and in particular
Grace Hospital as one of the three acute care
sites in Winnipeg. As public health grappled with
the new and intimidating COVID-19 virus, Grace
Hospital rose to the challenge and continued to
provide exemplary health care to Winnipeggers
and Manitobans from across the province.
The journey began for the Grace Health Campus
on March 12, 2020, when a COVID-19 Testing
Clinic was opened in Access Winnipeg West.
Things really began in earnest on March 15th
when Winnipeg hospitals went into complete
lock-down. Visitation became restricted and staff
were required to be screened individually each
day.
Dr. Owen Mooney is a critical care doctor who
admitted one of the first COVID positive patients
to Grace Hospital. Dr. Mooney deals with death

DR. OWEN MOONEY , INTERNAL MEDICINE
PHYSICIAN

on a daily basis. “It is part of my job,” said Dr. Mooney. “I am

care nurses who had to learn critical care on the fly. “Trying to

trained and equipped to manage and deal with families and

adopt and roll out new models of care and the way we deliver

patients with compassion and providing end of life care.” While

health care in the ICU setting during a pandemic; some of which

Dr. Mooney is trained to work in a critical care environment,

was necessary and some of it forced upon us, that has been a

still he said the staff were taken aback by the sheer volume of

challenge,” said Dr. Mooney.

patients they were seeing. “While critical care operates at 95 –
110 % capacity at the best of times, we were not prepared for
how many patients we would care for,” said Dr. Mooney.

“I am super proud to be part of this environment and have the
unified focus and dedication in trying to make this work,” said
Dr. Mooney. “I have to applaud the health care administration for

As visitation became restricted, families and friends of patients

thinking outside the box (in particular Unit Director, Dr. Smith) in

were not permitted to visit the hospital and see their loved ones.

opening up PACU in that time and making the decision to shut

“Clinically at the bedside, for me, the isolation was the most

down the OR to make that space into a completely own isolated

difficult part,” said Dr. Mooney. “Part of my job every day is to

unit in and of itself. This was unique in this province. The Grace

have family involvement with decision making. We have to make

was the first one to recognize that providing care in an open

informed decisions based on treatments with families’ input.

space for COVID patients was effective and efficient. It was clearly

COVID has really taken that ability to have that one-on-one with

necessary.”

families away.”

As the spring wore on, Manitoba had a short reprieve from

Not having the ability to have families involved early on in the

COVID-19 worries as July and August brought extremely low case

pandemic was very hard on the healthcare staff, doctors, and

numbers. Feeling the relief, the staff and hospital environment

nurses. “It was amazing to see how nurses and allied health

enjoyed a short time of normalcy. The hospital began elective

professionals were a surrogate family for these people,” said Dr.

surgeries again and the COVID unit was quiet.

Mooney. “We have done an incredible amount of work in figuring
out alternative ways to communicate via FaceTime and still make
communication with families a part of everyday critical care.”
Early on, the hospital administration connected with the Grace
Hospital Foundation and expressed a vital need for iPads to
assist with family and patient communication. “People had that
foresight early on that it would be an ongoing necessary tool,”
said Dr. Mooney.

But then as case numbers began to spike in the fall, the hospital
responded again. The hospital re-opened the 5th floor COVID
Unit and expanded the ICU capacity from 11 beds to 26.
Visitation became restricted once again.
Even with the ebbs and flows of COVID-19 positive patients,
Dr. Mooney remains hopeful for the future. “I do feel optimistic,
there is a light at the end of the tunnel,” said Dr. Mooney.
“The vaccine and the roll out in the short amount of time is a

After quickly establishing the COVID-19 Fund, the Grace

gargantuan achievement for mankind. I do see normalcy in the

Hospital Foundation was able to purchase 50 brand new iPads

future.”

and docking stations for patients in isolation. These iPads are
still being used today and will carry us forward through the
pandemic and into the future.

While we all share that hope for the future, the Grace Hospital
Foundation, hospital staff and patients still need your help. To
ease the visitation and financial burden on patients, the Grace

By April, the Grace Hospital cancelled full slates of elective

Hospital Foundation for the past 10 months has been paying

surgeries in preparation of COVID-19 patients. A 21-bed unit

for all patients to receive free telephone, television and internet

dedicated to COVID-19 was created on the 5th floor and both the

service while receiving care. The COVID-19 Fund, to pay for this

new COVID unit and ICU began to treat patients.

amenity, will run dry soon. We need your support to continue

Dr. Mooney says the pandemic has asked a lot of the critical

providing this service and helping to alleviate the stresses of
illness and recovery.

Our Community Gives
Back
THANK YOU FOR FUELING OUR
HEARTS
Between drive-by salutes, free meal deliveries for staff,
snacks and cards of support, the Grace Health Campus
staff felt all the love from our generous community.

STAFF MEMBERS AT GRACE HEALTH CAMPUS

Princess Auto
Foundation
DONATES OVER 11,200 HOT
MEALS TO GRACE STAFF
The staff of the Grace Health Campus thank the
Princess Auto Foundation.
The Princess Auto Foundation had 200 meals delivered
every day in January and February 2021, to the staff on
Grace Health Campus. 11,200 nourishing meals to help
our staff get through their long days. 11,200 smiles of
appreciation.
It is hard to describe how grateful we are for this
unprecedented gift.
We also thank all of the partner restaurants for the
amazing food. Trans Canada Brewing Company, Earls
Kitchen & Bar, Laura’s Homestyle Kitchen and Café Pearl.

Thank you for
your support!
THESE BUSINESSES PROVIDED THE GRACE HOSPITAL
STAFF WITH FOOD, DRINK, AND ENDLESS SUPPORT
Academy Hospitality
Angela Robertson
Avon
Barb Woods OR/Little Goat
BDI Ice Cream
Birchwood Automotive Group
Brian Bowman
Brian Daly/DJ’s
Chicken Chef
Children’s Hospital ED Staff
CIBC Wood Gundy
Cindy/Cottage Bakery
City Looks
Compass Group
D Jay’s Restaurant
Daily Grind
Dr. Scholl
E.H Price
Earl’s Kitchen & Bar
Elite Intellicare Staffing
Fast Fired Pizza, Roblin
Fleet Galleries
FoodFare
Frank’s Pizza
Gateway Group
HSBC Bank
Hurricane Group
John Glass
Kitchens to Heroes - Cookatoos,
Empress of China, Khanh Hoa
Fresh Meats & Delights, Maggi’s
Food, Nawarrah’s Kitchen,
Pizza Place, Yujiro’s Japanese
Restaurant
Laura’s Diner
Little Caesars

Little Goat
Little Nana’s Kitchen
McDonalds / McCullough Family
Restaurants
Morden’s Chocolates
Mr. Perogie
Ness Middle School
Norm & Nate’s Catering
Old Dutch
Olympia Diner
Pad Thai Restaurant
Pepsi Co.
Petals West
Princess Auto Foundation
Ralph Glass
Red Bull
U10 Rockets Female Hockey
Team
Rocky Mountain Chocolate Outlet Mall
Rocky Mountain Chocolate CF PoloPark
Sargent Sundae
Scott McIntyre/DJ’s
Silver Heights Restaurant
St James School Division
Educational Support Services
Sturgeon Creek Colony Farms
Trans Canada Brewing Company
Wal-Mart Unicity
Workplace Present (.com)
The Kindness Project Wpg
The Westhaven
WETT Sales

The Kindness
Project Wpg
PICCA FAMILY GRATEFUL
FOR KINDNESS AND CARE
She was the epitome of a devoted grandmother
and mother. Selfless. Giving. Had the biggest
heart ever. That is how Vanessa Picca describes
her mother-in-law Shirley, who passed away
from COVID-19 on December 4, 2020. Shirley
Picca was in the Grace Hospital ICU.
Shirley began feeling under the weather in
early November when she initially got tested for
COVID-19. Her test result came back negative,
but under the advice of her employer she
remained at home. While at home, she started
having difficulty breathing, and that is when
she decided to come to Grace Emergency
Department. Upon arrival to the Emergency
Department, Shirley was tested again for
the virus and the result was positive. That
Remembrance Day, Shirley was admitted to the
Grace Hospital COVID-19 Unit.
Vanessa describes her mother-in-law as healthy.
She wasn’t on any medication and was working
six days a week at a local grocery store. She also
took her three grandchildren (Adley, Anniston

ADLEY PICCA, DELIVERING TO THE GRACE HOSPITAL
PHOTO SUPPLIED BY PICCA FAMILY

“The doctors were amazing,” said Vanessa. “They knew us by
name.” They would FaceTime multiple times a day, which
meant a lot to the family.
“Not being able to be there was the most heartbreaking
thing,” said Vanessa. “We had some very special nurses that
would really take the time to say they were sorry we couldn’t
be there, but assured us they were taking care of Shirley as if
she was their own. That’s the kind of care they give.”
Shirley would be on the ventilator for 3 weeks when she
became non-infectious and was moved to a non-COVID Unit.
On her last day, Vanessa and Dan were able to visit Shirley at
Grace Hospital to say their goodbyes.
“We were
lucky to be
able to see
her,” said

SHIRLEY PICCA WITH GRANDAUGHTER ANNISTON PICCA
PHOTO SUPPLIED BY PICCA FAMILY

Vanessa. We
know that it

and Calla) to school every morning so that Vanessa

was a gift to

and Shirley’s son Daniele could head to work. “She

be able to

was very active and very involved,” said Vanessa. “If

see her.”

people believe those who are dying are sick or in a
care home… that is just not the case.”

STAFF IN THE GRACE ICU RECEIVE GIFTS FROM THE PICCA
FAMILY VIA THE KINDNESS PROJECT

While at
home,

Shirley was in hospital for four days and she and the family

the granddaughters felt they needed to do something.

thought she was doing well. Friday night, Shirley was on

“We felt helpless at home,” said Vanessa. “We could hear the

FaceTime, talking about plans for after the hospital stay and

exhaustion and we knew the doctors and nurses needed our

whether the family could bring her a crossword puzzle book.

support.”

“We thought she was getting better,” said Vanessa recounting
that night. “And so it was a big shock when Saturday she was
placed on the ventilator and would not come off.”

The girls started collecting donations in giftcards and officially
launched their year long idea in the making, “The Kindness
Project Wpg”. To date, the Kindness Project Wpg has donated

“Every day was a rollercoaster,” said Vanessa. “Even in the

over $2,400 in giftcards and gift boxes to the staff at the Grace

course of a day, we would get good news and then bad news.”

ICU.

Due to the visitor restrictions, the family would not be able to

“We wanted to give back,” said Vanessa. “And teach our

visit Shirley in hospital. This made the iPads and compassion

kids the importance of giving back. Our kids will come into

of the doctors and nurses essential to the family’s ability

circumstances where things are sad. We want them to think

to communicate and understand what was going on with

about how they can make a difference and turn it into a

Vada, how the grandchildren affectionately referred to their

positive. This is who Shirley was. We are excited to do this in

grandmother.

her honour.”

Ultrasound
Project
KINSMEN CLUB OF
WINNIPEG PROVIDES
FUNDS FOR ESSENTIAL
DIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT
Ultrasound has become essential to the way
doctors and nurses assess patients. A modernday diagnostic tool, ultrasounds have almost
replaced the stethoscope. Not only are they
truly effective, but equally as important they are
fast.
With an ultrasound, caregivers can directly
see the heart and visually tell if it is failing or
stressed. Ultrasound allows them to see the fluid
inside the lung and whether it has collapsed.
When a patient has shock, ultrasound can be
used to see if there is a loss of blood or need for
fluid. Ultrasound can also diagnose pregnancy
and be used as a guide for invasive procedures
to make them safer. Point–of–care ultrasound
has become the standard of care.
That is why during this pandemic, the Grace
Hospital identified an urgent need for two
ultrasound machines; one for the Emergency

DR. GRAHAM FRIESEN , PHYSICIAN PROGRAM
DIRECTOR, EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT

Department (ED) and one for the Intensive Care Unit (ICU).
The patient acuity and capacity in both the ED and ICU have
increased by 180-220% due to COVID-19. With the increase
in isolation requirements paired with the time it takes to
properly clean the devices, accessibility to the equipment has
become paramount.
In January 2021, the Grace Hospital Foundation contacted
our good friends at the Kinsmen Club of Winnipeg and asked
them if they would consider purchasing two ultrasound
machines at a cost of $80,000. They instantly agreed.
The Grace Hospital could not possibly be more grateful. The
Kinsmen Club of Winnipeg has a rich history of community
support that goes back many decades. Their work has had a
lasting impact on our city and our province; and we
are proud to say that impact will carry us forward.
Thank you Kinsmen Club for being there in our
time of need.

Wawanesa Insurance Donates $25,000
in support of COVID-19
Wawanesa Insurance has helped fund an ultrasonic cleaning machine for Grace Hospital’s
Emergency Department. The machine can sanitize an entire patient room in 11 minutes!
This new unit will supplement the Grace Hospital’s existing unit which has been diverted
primarily to the Intensive Care Unit and Operating Rooms due to COVID-19.
With Emergency Department volumes up 180-220%, having a dedicated machine in the ED will help assure that patient rooms are
ready for use by patients much faster. This will have a major impact on the care we provide.
Our longtime friends at Wawanesa Insurance supported this purchase with a gift of $25,000. Wawanesa Insurance remains one of
our strongest and most dedicated partners. Since the Foundation’s inception, Wawanesa Insurance has donated $245,000 to the
Grace in support of patient care. Thank you Wawanesa Insurance!

Donor Wall
RECOGNIZING OUR
COMMITTED COMMUNITY
The donor wall at Grace Hospital is a testament
to the kindness of those who have supported
patient care at the Grace through their generous
donations. Since its inception in 1990, the Grace
Hospital Foundation has raised over $30 million
to support patient care enhancements. These
funds support the purchase of vital equipment
and facilitation of patient programs. It is with
thanks to our caring community that Grace
Hospital Foundation can affect patient care at a
grassroots level.
For those donors who wish to leave a
permanent legacy at the Grace, the donor
wall recognizes and honours families for their
generosity and commitment to Grace Hospital.
In 2020, Grace Hospital Foundation redeveloped
the Donor Recognition program which included
the design and installation of a brand-new
donor wall at Grace Hospital. Located in the
main front entrance and lobby, the donor wall
can be viewed by patients, visitors and staff.
In contrast to the previous wood framed

GRACE HOSPITAL MAIN LOBBY

and bronze lettered recognition, the new wall emulates a

The new donor wall celebrates the hospitals history and

modern look and feel. When planning the installation, it was

milestones, and highlights the current and past projects of

important the wall could be a timeless design that would

the foundation. It is a place for patients, staff and visitors to

carry the Grace Hospital Foundation and its donors into the

pay tribute to those who have supported patient care over

future.

the years.

In addition to the updated design, the donor wall is also

Words cannot express how grateful we are for everyone in our

economical which allows the Foundation staff to update and

community and their dedication and kindness.

refresh on an on-going basis. In 2020, the Foundation reached
a record milestone in gaining over 850 new donors. That’s 850
new community members who are dedicated to ensuring
patient care at the Grace is the best in the city.

Envision our Grace
More Capacity
More Advanced Technology
More Peace of Mind
When a problem can be seen clearly, it can be
treated more effectively. That’s why diagnostic
imaging is an essential focus now that Grace
Hospital has transitioned to one of only three
acute care facilities in Winnipeg.
Our goal is to redevelop diagnostic imaging at the
Grace, making our hospital a more valuable asset
for the entire Winnipeg health region. With your
help, we will add new equipment and cutting-edge
technology. We will enlarge and modernize the
entire department.

For patients, these improvements
will mean greater peace of mind
during life’s most stressful moments.
They will know their treatments are
based on the best diagnostic testing
available.

Planned Improvements
SPECT-CT Gamma Camera: This
state-of-the-art camera will be
used to create 3D pictures of
internal organs, primarily for cancer
diagnosis. It can also be used to
reveal hidden bone fractures and
blocked blood vessels, and for
specialized cardiac imaging.
Additional CT Scanner: A second
scanner will help to shorten wait
times, avoid bottlenecks and provide
back-up
as patient capacity at the Grace
expands. The new scanner will also
have additional capabilities, making
it possible to perform more types of
examinations.
Additional Ultrasound: We will
develop two new rooms for
ultrasound as we increase the
number of machines from three
to four. These improvements will
decrease wait times for modes of
imaging that are in high demand in
acute care settings.
Digital X-Ray: All of our radiology
equipment will be upgraded to fully
digital imaging. This will mean less
exposure to radiation and faster
access to high-resolution images.
When necessary, there will be
immediate access to images right at
the patient bedside.
Cardiology: Echocardiogram services
will be added as current cardiac
testing (EKG and Holter Monitoring) is
relocated to the new department.

As one of three acute
care facilities in
Winnipeg last year
our patient volume
increased by 22%
and our volume
of diagnostic tests
increased by 20%.

Expanded Imaging Services
Picture the Benefits
More Tests, Better Tests: When this project is
completed, our hospital will be better equipped
for our growing role in the health care system.
With the increase in emergency patients
alone, the Grace will conduct 10,000 additional
scans next year. In total, we will conduct over
80,000 tests in 2020, and more as our services
expand.
More Precision in the Operating Room: New
imaging technology will help surgical teams
see hidden damage and pinpoint the location
of cancerous tumors. Real time imaging will be
available right in the operating room, helping
a surgeon locate a kidney stone or insert
hardware to stabilize a fracture in the perfect
spot.
A Better Patient Experience: The redeveloped
department will be bigger, brighter and more
attractive. Patients will have more privacy and
comfort.
Faster Answers for Surgery: Over 10,000
surgical procedures are conducted at the
Grace each year, including 24-hour emergency
orthopedic and general surgery. With these
improvements, our surgeons will have faster
access to the data they need.

The Plan
This renovation will provide
the space and equipment to
support our patients now and
into the future.

1 New X-ray

8 Existing MRI

2 New CT

9 Existing Ultrasound

3 New Gamma Camera

10 Existing CT

4 New Stress Test

11 Existing Fluoroscopy

5 New Holter & EKG
6 New Echo
7 New Ultrasound
11
1

8

10
2

7

9
3

6
4

5

Level One
To Emergency
Department

Admitting Entrance

MAIN ENTRANCE

2018/2019

By the Numbers
17,180

7,017

2,669

1,486

35,698

10,624

CT

Fluoroscopy

MRI

X-Ray

Nuclear Medicine
Ultrasound

Our Capital Campaign Goal:

$3 Million
You can make a diﬀerence
by making a gift.

In
Memoriam
EDWARD (ED) DANYLCHUK
Quietly and peacefully at the Grace Hospital,
with his wife Marjorie and close family by his
side, Ed slipped away on Wednesday, September
30, 2020.
Ed was born in Winnipeg on March 6, 1936.
He and his younger brother, Bernard, were the
children of John and Bernice Danylchuk.
Ed was an active child who took a great interest
in sports. In 1955 and 1956, Ed played for the
Winnipeg Rods Football Club, helping the team
to become Canadian Junior Champions and for
which he, and the team, were twice (1996, 2009)
inducted into the Manitoba Sports Hall of Fame.
After Ed’s parents moved to California in
1956, he married the love of his life, Marjorie
McDougall in 1957. They had four children:
Bruce, Sandy, Doug and Sharon.
Ed’s interest in sports was soon eclipsed by his
strong business and entrepreneurial spirit. He
and Marge had established Crossroads Oils,
and Ed was the proprietor of several Pacific
66/Tempo gas stations, along with growing a

ED DANYLCHUK

successful trucking business, and investing in car dealerships,
including Lone Star Mercedes-Benz in Winnipeg.

variety of car auctions.
Ed and Marge also became known for their philanthropy.

In 1981, Ed established Peterbilt Manitoba as Manitoba’s

They were major supporters of Diabetes Canada, and

first full-service Peterbilt truck dealership. In 1987, he also

attended the Diabetes Canada Best Banting Gala Dinner every

acquired Calgary Peterbilt, and with the help of his close

year, helping to raise funds to ensure children with Diabetes

friend and respected operating partner, Doug Fach, the

did not miss out on attending Diabetes Summer Camp in

business grew to include locations in Red Deer, Lethbridge,

Lake of the Woods, ON.

and Medicine Hat, and is now known as Peterbilt of Southern
Alberta.

But the cause dearest to Ed and Marge’s heart was Grace
Hospital. Marge has been on the Board of Directors of Grace

Ed had enjoyed riding motorcycles (primarily Harley-

Hospital Foundation for 20 years, and through Lone Star

Davidson), and he and Marge opened Lone Star Harley-

Mercedes-Benz, were the title sponsors of the Grace Gala for

Davidson in Winnipeg in 1995. They both experienced many

many years. In 2015, Ed and Marge donated $3.25 million to

exciting motorcycle trips together. Ed was also a long-time

the Grace to support the construction of the Grace’s new MRI

member of the Manitoba Masonic Order and Khartum

Building and Emergency Department. In acknowledgement

Shriners. He enjoyed the camaraderie of being part of the

of this unprecedented generosity, the Emergency

Shriners Motor Patrol and The Royal Order of Jesters.

Department was named the Edward & Marjorie Danylchuk

In his later years, Ed travelled the world extensively with
Marge, including many visits to San Diego, and spending time

Centre and the Diagnostic Imaging facility the Edward &
Marjorie Danylchuk MRI Building.

hunting and fishing with friends, and enjoying coffees at Sals.
More recently, Ed took a keen interest in collecting classic
cars and loved hearing the auction hammer fall on his bid at a

Edward and Marjorie Danylchuk with Premier
Brian Pallister Grand Opening of the Edward & Marjorie
Danylchuk Centre, June 2018

GRACE HOSPITAL FOUNDATION

EVENTS

VIRTUAL GRACE GALA
Originally scheduled for May 14, 2020, the in-person Gala
was postponed and converted to a virtual gala which was

Grace Gala
2020

held in our guests’ living rooms on September 30, 2020.

HONOURING

R.W.(BOB)
CUNNINGHAM
Thursday, May 14, 2020
Victoria Inn Hotel

The gala honoured R.W. (Bob) Cunningham with the 2nd
Annual Pearl McGonigal Lifetime Achievement Award.
Bob Cunningham is a business leader and philanthropist,
whose efforts have left an indelible mark on his city and
province. Aside from his many business achievements,
Mr. Cunningham has been a tireless champion for many
worthwhile causes, including Cancer Care, Upper Fort
Garry Historic Park, University of Manitoba, and St. John’s
Ambulance. He has been an active supporter of Grace
Hospital Foundation for several decades, both as a donor
and volunteer.

JOE AIELLO BOCCE BALL
TOURNAMENT
The low cases of COVID-19 in Winnipeg during the summer
months allowed for the 2nd Annual Joe Aiello Bocce Ball
Tournament to proceed with restrictions.
Selling out in days, the Bocce Ball tournament invited friends
of the Grace Hospital to gather on the lawn of Sturgeon
Creek park for a day filled with fun, some sun, laughs and
bocce ball. All proceeds raised from this event went towards
the Envision Our Grace Capital Campaign to redevelop the
Diagnostic Imaging Department at Grace Hospital.
Congratulations to The Bocce Pact - the team from Winnipeg
(LEFT - RIGHT) JOE AIELLO, TARA PATRICK, DAN JOHNSON, DIANE SCOTT,
CHERA MIKOS & TREVOR LAFORTE (WINNING TEAM - THE BOCCE PACT,
WINNIPEG ABORIGINAL SPORT ACHIEVEMENT CENTRE)

Aboriginal Sport Achievement Centre for winning the whole
dang tournament!
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HEALTH HOPE & CARING
Grace Hospital Foundation
exists to raise funds in
support of patient care
at Grace Hospital by
fostering active community
engagement.

300 Booth Drive
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3J 3M7
Phone: 204-837-0375
Fax: 204-837-0587
foundation@ggh.mb.ca
gracehospitalfoundation.ca
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